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Glossary Produced by:

Specialty Crops: specialty crops are 
    defined as fruits, vegetables, tree nuts, 
    dried fruits, honey and syrups, and 
    horticulture/nursery crops, including 
    floriculture (flowers). Specialty crops 
    are plants that are intensively 
    cultivated. There are many plants that 
    are specialty crops when cultivated but 
    are also collected from wild populations.

Matchstick/Julienne: the technique of cutting vegetables into 
    rectangular strips or sticks. Cut vegetable into slices the cut 
    the slices into strips/sticks (matchsticks).
Colander: a perforated bowl used to strain off liquid from food.
Steamer Rack: a collapsible basket used to hold vegetables and 
    other foods over boiling water in a pot so that they can be 
    steam cooked. Also called a "steamer insert."



Blanch: to prepare vegetables for freezing or further cooking by 
    immersing briefly in boiling water and then rapidly cooling in 
    ice water.
Puree: to make a smooth, creamy substance of blended/ 
    liquidized or crushed fruit or vegetables, typically using a 
    blender or food processor.
Sauté: to fry quickly over high heat in a little hot fat/oil, 
    typically in a shallow pan (sauté pan) or skillet.
Canning: a method of preserving food by processing and sealing 
    fresh foods in an airtight container.   
Pickling: a preserving food using a brine to anaerobically 
    ferment the preserved food then storing it in vinegar.
Water Bath: boiling jars for a set amount of time after they have 
    been filled to kill off any bacteria.
Hot Packing:  filling canning jars with precooked food.
Cold Packing: filling canning jars with raw, uncooked food.
Brine: water saturated with salt (salt water).
Pickling Solution: typically a solution of vinegar, salt, and water, 
    with various other spices depending on the recipe used.
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Asparagus
Asparagus is related to garlic, onions, and other         
    members of the lily family.
Varieties include green, purple, and white.
Water makes up 93% of asparagus’ composition.

Asparagus is low in calories and very low in sodium.
It is a very good source of dietary fiber, protein, beta-
    carotene, vitamin C, vitamin E, vitamin K, thiamin, 
    riboflavin, niacin, folic acid, copper, selenium, and 
    chromium (a trace mineral that enhances the ability of  
    insulin to transport glucose from the bloodstream into cells).

Before cooking asparagus rinse the spears in cold water, dry, 
    then cut or snap off the bottoms of each spear to remove 
    any woody parts. 
Another way to prepare woody asparagus is to use a peeler 
    and peel the woody section, then cook as desired. This 
    technique is typically used on spears that are extremely 
    woody or thick.

Produced by:
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e: Refrigerate immediately and use as soon as possible. Asparagus’ sugars 
    will rapidly turn to starches, reducing flavor quickly. Store as follows:
        Wrap asparagus in a damp cloth and store in the crisper drawer, OR
        Bundle spears with a rubber band and place upright in a container 
        with an inch of water to keep the spears vital.
Asparagus can also be pickled and stored for several years.

Raw: asparagus can be eaten raw (look for younger, thinner spears to 
    avoid toughness) and is delicious chopped and put in salads.
Blanch: place spears in a saucepan and cover with water, add salt, and 
    bring to a boil; simmer for 3-5 minutes, or until tender and bright green. 
    Strain asparagus and submerge in ice-water to halt the cooking process.
Steam: boil 2 inches of salted water in a tall, covered pot; place asparagus 
    upright in water, cover, and steam for 5-10 minutes or until tender 
    (depends on thickness). If pot is too wide, use a steamer basket.
Roast: toss spears with olive oil, salt, and pepper; roast at 425°F in the 
    oven until the skin starts to crisp and spears are tender. Sprinkle with 
    lemon juice and Parmesan cheese before serving. Serve hot or cold.
Sauté: cut into inch long sections and add to stir-fry or sauté with olive 
    oil or butter, salt, and pepper. Add to omelets, pasta, quiche, frittata, 
    or rice dishes.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Brussels Sprouts
Brussels Sprouts’ flavor, sweetness, and tenderness 
    improves with exposure to frosts.
They were originally cultivated near Brussels in the 
    13th century, which is also where they got their 
    name from.

They are an excellent source of vitamin K, vitamin C, and B 
    vitamins. They also contain many essential minerals 
    including iron, manganese, and phosphorus.
Due to high vitamin K levels, excessive consumption should 
    be avoided by those taking anticoagulants.

Rinse and cut off the tough bottom part of the sprouts, then peel off and 
    discard the two outermost leaves.
For most cooking techniques, brussels sprouts can be left whole. If cut, 
    the sprouts are typically halved, or quartered.
Boiling will cause brussels sprouts to lose some of their nutritional 
    value so steaming, sautéing, or roasting are generally preferred.
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Refrigerate unwashed sprouts in a plastic bag.
Best if used fresh. They should retain integrity for up to 1 week. They 
    will last longer but may lose nutrients and color, as well as increase in 
    odor.
Brussels sprouts may be frozen for long-term storage. Simply blanch 
    them, rinse in cold water, drain, and let dry. Pack into air-tight 
    containers or freezer bags, or puree and freeze.

Blanch: place sprouts in boiling water for approximately 5 minutes or until 
    they are tender, but not mushy; drain in a colander, and immediately 
    place in a bowl of ice water to stop them from cooking. Season them as 
    desired and eat as a side or marinate them in dressing for use in salads.
Steam: place sprouts on a steamer rack (in a pot) above 1 to 2 inches of 
    boiling water. Cover the pot, and steam for 5-8 minutes until tender.
Roast: toss with olive oil, salt, and pepper; spread out on a baking sheet; 
    roast at 400℉ for 30-40 minutes, or until the outer leaves crisp and 
    brown and the sprouts are tender. Roast with dried cranberries, cooked 
    bacon, or slivered almonds for added flavor.
Soup: add sprouts to hearty soups or puree cooked sprouts with onion, 
    garlic, and some chicken stock for a brussels sprout soup.
Sauté: toss with olive oil or butter, salt, and pepper, and sauté in a sauce 
    pan until tender. Add other veggies or proteins for a delicious stir-fry.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Cabbage
Cabbage is eaten in almost every country 
    around the world.
Fermentation is a widespread form of food 
    preparation for cabbage and has nourished 
    humanity for centuries.

Cabbage is an excellent source of vitamin C and vitamin K, and a good 
    source of folate and vitamin B6.
Different varieties of cabbage have varying nutritional strengths. 
    Purple/Red cabbage has more vitamin C, while Savoy cabbage has more 
    vitamin A, calcium, iron, and potassium.
Cabbage is considered a beneficial digestive aid and intestinal cleanser.

Discard the outer leaves. Rinse the cabbage and cut in half from top to 
    bottom and then in half again (quarters), or into 1-inch slices (steaks). 
De-core the cabbage by cutting each quarter at an angle to remove the 
    solid center. Once de-cored, the cabbage can be sliced into thin ribbons, 
    inch-wide strips, chunks, or left as wedges.
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Refrigerate cabbage in a hydrator/crisper drawer. A plastic bag will help 
    retain moisture, but it is not necessary. Do not wash or remove outer 
    leaves before storage.
Head cabbage can last 3 weeks to 2 months in the refrigerator, especially 
    if kept in a plastic bag, while Asian cabbage can last about 2 weeks.
Wrap unused pieces of cabbage in plastic wrap to keep crisp.
Cabbage can be fermented or pickled for long-term storage.

Raw: thinly slice cabbage for use in slaws, salads, and pasta salads. Use on 
    top of tacos for a delicious crunch. Cabbage goes great with green onion, 
    carrots, daikon, jicama, kohlrabi, and beets (all raw).
Roast: cut 1/2 to 1-inch thick slices of cabbage; brush or drizzle both sides 
    with olive oil, salt, and pepper; place on a lipped cookie sheet; roast at 
    400℉ for 15-20 minutes until caramelized and slightly crispy.
Grill: cut cabbage into wedges; place wedges on a piece of aluminum foil 
    large enough to wrap the cabbage; drizzle with olive oil, salt, and pepper; 
    loosely seal cabbage in foil; grill over medium heat for 30-40 minutes.
Sauté: cut cabbage into strips and toss in a sauté pan with oil, salt, pepper, 
    and other veggies and use in stir-fries or fried rice.
Boil: cut cabbage into quarters and then large chunks. Boil in salted water 
    with a chopped onion for 5 minutes, strain, and add to mashed potatoes, 
    mashed parsnips, or cook with chopped bacon for a side dish.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Eggplant
First recorded in 1763, the word “eggplant” 
was originally applied to the variety with small 
white fruit that look like eggs.
In Western Europe, they are called Aubergine.

Raw eggplant is composed of 92% water, 6% carbohydrates, and 1% protein.
It provides small amounts of a wide range of essential vitamins and minerals, 
    with manganese being the most plentiful.
Eggplant, a member of the Nightshade family, contains some amount of the 
    toxic substance solanine. However, you would have to eat roughly 36 raw 
    eggplants to reach any hazardous level. Cooking neutralizes solanine.

Eggplant can be peeled, but peeling is not essential. It depends on 
    personal preference and the desired dish. The thin skin is not bitter.
To remove excess moisture and any bitter taste from the seeds lightly 
    salt slices, halves, or cubes of eggplant and let them sit in a colander 
    for 20-30 minutes. Beads of water will appear on the top of the flesh 
    as liquid is pulled out. This is called degorging. Rinse the eggplant 
    under cool water while squeezing slightly; pat dry with paper towels.
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e: Eggplant is best when it’s fresh. Store unrefrigerated at a cool room
    temperature or refrigerate in a crisper drawer for up to 1 week.
For long-term storage of roasted, cooked, or dishes made with eggplant 
    (including ratatouille and baba ghanouj), freeze in airtight containers 
    or freezer bags.

Grill: gently coat half-inch slices or halves with olive oil and sprinkle with 
    salt and pepper. Place on a hot grill until tender and nicely charred.
Roast: leave eggplant whole, prick all over with a fork and bake at 400℉ 
    for about 30-40 minutes until flesh is tender and skin is charred. Cut in 
    half and scoop out flesh. If cubed or sliced, reduce cooking time.
Steam: place eggplant in a steamer basket above an inch of boiling water for 
    15-30 minutes depending on size. Cut in half and scoop out flesh to make 
    dips; slice/cube and toss with olive oil, salt, and pepper, or tomato sauce.
Stuff: slice in half and scoop out some flesh, leave just enough so the skin 
    holds its shape when baked. Cook scooped flesh (typically boil, steam, or 
    roast) and add to other ingredients to make filling of your choice. Stuff 
    the skins with the filling and bake at 350℉ for 40-60 minutes 
    (depending on eggplant size and amount of filling).
Sauté: slice or cube, season as desired, and sauté with olive oil until 
    caramelization/browning occurs and pieces are tender.
Batter: dip slices in a favorite batter and lightly fry in vegetable oil.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Fennel
Fennel is one of the main ingredients in 
    the alcoholic drink absinthe.
It is considered a weed and an invasive 
    species in Australia.
Fennel seeds are popular as a breath 
    freshener and digestive aid in India.

Fennel is an excellent source of protein, dietary fiber, B 
    vitamins, and several dietary minerals including 
    calcium, iron, magnesium, and manganese - all of 
    which exceed 100% of the needed daily value.

The bulb, stalks, and leaves of fennel can all be used/eaten. Each part has 
    a different texture and intensity of flavor, so tasting each part to get a 
    sense of the vegetable is very helpful in preparation and cooking.
Wash the fennel bulb. Pay special attention to the area where the stems 
    sprout from the bulb as dirt can easily get stuck in the crevices. 
Remove stalks by cutting them where they meet the bulb for easier 
    processing. Trim off any damaged or woody areas of the stalks.
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Store fennel in a plastic bag in the refrigerator for up to two weeks. The 
    delicate leaves will begin to go limp quickly, so wrap them in a damp 
    paper towel before refrigerating. 
If the stalks begin to go limp, cut them from the bulb and place them 
    upright in a cup with two inches of cold water (as you would with limp 
    celery). Store it in the refrigerator.

Raw: slice the bulb and stalks to put on salads (goes great with granny 
    smith apples, chicken/turkey, and berries); use with dips; add to slaws; 
    use as a replacement for celery; or eat plain to freshen your breath.
Puree: chop all parts of fennel and blend in a mixer or food-processor. The 
    puree can be added to soups, smoothies, sauces, or dressings.
Garnish: the feathery leaves can be chopped and used as a fresh herb for 
    seasoning (it’s great on baked or broiled fish with lemon) or as a garnish.
Roast: trim off stalks and cut bulb in half from top to bottom; cut into 
    vertical half-inch slices; toss in olive oil, salt, and pepper, spread on a 
    baking sheet and roast at 425℉ for 25-30 minutes, flipping each slice 
    over halfway through. Similarly, fennel can also be grilled.
Sauté: slice bulb and stalks and sauté with other veggies (onion, peppers, 
    garlic, etc.). Add to pasta, grain salads, stir-fries, or eat alone as a side.
Boil: chop fennel and boil in water for 20-30 minutes. Use the water to 
    make tea (iced or hot). Boiled fennel can be pureed for soups or sauces.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Flowers
In 17th-century Holland, tulip bulbs were more 
    valuable than gold.
Roses are in the same family as apples, pears, 
    raspberries, almonds, cherries, and plums.
Almost 60% of fresh-cut flowers grown in the 
    U.S. come from California.

Almost 80% of fresh flowers sold in the United States are grown in 
    Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, the Netherlands, and Israel. Shipping 
    flowers from those countries to the United States incurs huge 
    transportation, energy, refrigeration, and storage costs, leaving an 
    enormous carbon footprint. These floral materials may carry residue 
    of chemical pesticides or fungicides as well.
Imported flowers are often cut a week or more before they arrive in a 
    consumer’s hands. During this time, quality and vase life decline.
Many commodity-type flowers have been bred for uniformity, usually 
    losing their natural fragrance in the process. Locally-grown flowers 
    are produced in greater varieties, providing a wide range of colors, 
    forms, and scents (so they smell better).

Produced by:
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E: Harvest individual blooms or petals and place on dehydrator screens in 
    a single layer. Set dehydrator to 120℉ and let it run for several hours. 
    Check progress frequently and remove dried blossoms or petals.
Strip excess foliage from flowers and cut stems to desired length. Hang 
    flowers upsidedown from a hanger, either individually or rubber-band 
    the stems together. Hang in a dark, dry area with good circulation. 
    Leave flowers for two to three weeks until completely dry. Remove 
    from hangers and spray with unscented hairspray for protection.
Place fresh blossoms loosely in a ziploc bag with a damp paper towel and 
    blow air into the bag before sealing it so the blossoms don’t get 
    crushed. Place the bag in the refrigerator.

Cut at least 1/2 inch off of each flower stem and put in fresh warm water in 
    a very clean container. You can also add a crushed up regular Aspirin to 
    your water to make you flowers last longer.
Keep away from direct sunlight and drafts, change the water daily, if 
    possible, and remove blooms as they wilt.

Ed
ib

le 
Fl

ow
er

s: Edible flowers include nasturtium, bachelor’s buttons, marigolds, 
    calendula, roses, lavender, bee balm, sorrel, honeysuckle, mint, oregano, 
    thyme, cilantro, dill, squash blossoms, borage, and chives.  
They can be enjoyed fresh in salads, iced tea, or cocktails; or added to 
    butter and baked goods (typically after being dried).

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Garlic Scapes
Garlic scapes are the flower and stem of the 
    garlic plant and are removed, typically in June, 
    to encourage the bulbs to grow larger.
Scapes curl upward and typically form 1 to 3 
    loops, similar to a pig’s tail.

Garlic scapes are high in dietary fiber and have good 
    amounts of vitamin C and beta-carotene.

When buying garlic scapes, they should feel supple and 
    bend easily. Make sure they don’t feel too woody.
Very little preparation of the scape is needed beyond 
    rinsing. Simply trim off the woody part near the base.
Garlic scapes can be used in exactly the same way as 
    garlic in any recipe, though they are even more 
    versatile as their garlic flavor is milder.
The entire scape can be used, stem and bud.
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e: Store scapes in a plastic bag in the refrigerator for two to three weeks.
Scapes can also be left out on the counter with the stems in a glass of 
    water. They will keep well and make a beautiful “flower” arrangement 
    until you’re ready to use them. Make sure to change the water daily.
Garlic scape puree can be frozen and the scapes themselves can be 
    pickled and stored long-term.

Raw: use in raw vegetable platters with dips, cut into half-inch to inch long 
    sections and add to salads or pasta salads, or chop and sprinkle on pizza.
Grill: leave the scapes whole and toss with olive oil, salt, and pepper. 
    Place them on a med-hot grill. Turn occasionally until they are slightly 
    browned in some areas. Lightly drizzle with lemon juice and serve. They 
    are great as a side dish with steak or pork.
Roast: leave the scapes whole and toss with olive oil, salt, and pepper (add 
    some balsamic or cherry tomatoes for a nice twist). Roast in the oven at 
    350℉ for 20 minutes; flip the scapes about halfway through cooking.
Purée: purée in a blender or food-processor until no large chunks are left. 
    Add to dressings, sauces, marinades, dips, or combine with some 
    parmesan, olive oil, salt, and pepper and make a delicious scape pesto.
Sauté: slice or chop scapes to desired size and sauté. Add to omelets, 
    stir-fry, quiche, or pasta.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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The Roles of Bees & Honey:

Honey
Local honey is the most ethical sweetener because it 
    has the lowest impact on the environment compared 
    to other sweeteners.
A single worker bee makes only about 1/12 teaspoon of 
     honey in its entire lifetime.
 To produce just one pound of honey, foraging 
     bees must visit two million blooms.

Honey bees store up honey as a cache for colder months. Bees, under the 
    right conditions, will produce far more honey than is needed for winter. 
    This allows a beekeeper to harvest the excess. 
Bees store honey in wax honeycombs. In the case of domesticated 
    beehives, these honeycombs are on removable frames so that honey can 
    be harvested without damaging or destroying the colony.
The real importance of honey bees is their service to ecology. Honey bees 
    are the invaluable pollinator "workhorse" of fruit and vegetable 
    agriculture and make possible one in three bites of food we consume by 
    pollinating the flowers of the plants that grow our food.
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e: Raw honey (unheated, unfiltered) tends to crystallize sooner than 
    commercially-processed honey. To slow crystallization, store your 
    honey at room temperature. 
Crystallized honey is delicious to eat, but is prone to ferment if not 
    consumed quickly. Re-liquify your honey by gently warming the 
    container in a hot water bath over low heat (do not boil water).

Condiment: put honey on bread, toast, biscuits, bagels, pancakes/waffles, 
    or in yogurt and granola. Use it to sweeten a smoothie, coffee, or tea. 
Salad Dressings: mix into salad dressings to provide sweetness and 
    complement the vinegar or citrus base. Honey and Dijon Mustard are two 
    of the most common emulsifiers used in salad dressings (emulsifiers 
    prevent the oil and vinegar from separating when blended together). 
Cough Suppressant: use it to soothe a sore throat or help alleviate a 
    persistent cough. In one study, honey was proven to be as effective as 
    common, over-the-counter cough suppressants.
Sugar Substitute: honey is sweeter than sugar, therefore it requires less to 
    achieve the desired sweetness, though not all honey is the same and 
    sweetness will vary. Use ½ to ¾ cup of honey to replace 1 cup of sugar. 
    If baking, add ¼ tsp of baking soda for each cup of sugar replaced to keep 
    dough from being too wet. Honey will make your baked goods more moist 
    and dense. Lower your oven temperature by 25°F to prevent browning.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Kohlrabi
In German, kohl means “cabbage,” and rabi 
    means “turnip.” 
Kohlrabi resembles a root vegetable, but 
    actually, the edible “globe” is the modified, 
    swollen stem of the plant.
Purple and green varieties are grown, however 
    the purple is purely superficial and both 
    varieties have the same pale-yellow flesh.

Kohlrabi is high in vitamin C and dietary fiber. It is a good 
    source of vitamin B6, potassium, phosphorous, and manganese.

Remove greens from the globe and wash both parts separately. Trim 
    away any woody or tough portions of the skin. Kohlrabi does not have 
    to be peeled but due to the fibrous layers around the globe it often is. 
    Cut off the top and bottom and use a knife to cut the skin off.
The greens of kohlrabi can be used like other greens and added to salad 
    mixes and pasta dishes, or sautéed. Rinse the greens in cold water and 
    pat dry. Remove the long, thick, center ribs from the leaves. 
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The globe will last for one month refrigerated in a plastic bag.
Wrap the leaves in a damp towel, or place in a plastic bag, and keep in 
    your refrigerator’s hydrator/crisper drawer. Use as soon as possible.
The globe can be pickled or frozen for long-term storage.

Raw: peel kohlrabi; then grate, slice, cube, or “matchstick” (cut into 
    strips/sticks) and add to salads, soups, tacos, or slaws (it has a very 
    similar texture and flavor to broccoli stems, but sweeter). Peel and eat as 
    you would an apple or slice and serve with dip.
Sauté: cube or matchstick kohlrabi; toss with oil, salt, and pepper, and 
    sauté until slightly browned. Add to stir-fries or add fresh herbs and 
    butter and eat as a side dish.
Steam: steam kohlrabi whole for 25-30 minutes or in thin slices for 5-10 
    minutes. Dress lightly with oil, lemon juice, dill weed, and plain yogurt. 
    You can also dip steamed slices in flour and lightly fry.
Mash: cook kohlrabi however you desire, then mash. Combine with mashed 
    potatoes and add butter, salt, and pepper; or form into patties and fry in 
    butter for delicious potato-kohlrabi pancakes.
Roast: slice kohlrabi; toss in olive oil, salt, and pepper; spread on a baking 
    sheet, and roast at 450℉ for 15-20 minutes (flip/stir halfway through 
    for even cooking).

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Leeks
Leeks are milder than onions, and rarely make 
    you cry while cutting them.
The stem/stalk is white due to trenching, a 
    technique where soil is mounded up around 
    the leek as it grows, thereby preventing the 
    stalk from seeing sunlight.

Leeks are an excellent source of vitamin K, and a good source 
    of vitamin B6, folate, vitamin C, copper, iron, manganese, 
    and vitamin A.
Leeks are very low in saturated fats, cholesterol, and sodium.

Remove green tops to within 2-3 inches of the white/light green section 
    of the stalk. Peel off and discard the outside layer/leaf. Cut in half 
    lengthwise and thoroughly rinse under cold water to remove grit and 
    soil between layers.
If planning to slice the leeks for a dish, cut in half lengthwise or leave 
    whole, slice leeks as desired, and as you rinse slices in a colander 
    under cold water, gently break layers apart to remove dirt.
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Refrigerate leeks unwashed and dry, with roots still attached, for up to 2 
    weeks. You can wrap lightly in plastic to avoid aromas spreading to 
    other foods.
For longer-term storage, leeks can be buried in moist sand and kept in a 
    cool, but not freezing, location.
Puree and freeze for later use in soups and sauces.

Stock: save the dark green leaves and use them to make stock or broth. The 
    dark green sections of the leaves are edible and flavorful, but tough.
Raw: slice or chop leeks and add to a variety of salads, pasta salads, pizza 
    or sandwiches. Whether raw or cooked, leeks can be a substitute for 
    onions in any dish, or combined with onions for a more dynamic flavor. 
    Add to soups, stocks, stir-fries, or long-cooking dishes such as grains, 
    rice, beans, sauces, or stews for added flavor.
Puree: puree raw or cooked leeks for dressings or a hot or cold soup base. 
Roast: cut leeks in half lengthwise; place the sliced-side down in a baking 
    dish, drizzle with olive oil or rub with softened butter; sprinkle with salt, 
    pepper, and fresh thyme; cover and bake at 300℉ for 1 hour; uncover, 
    flip leeks, and bake at 400℉ for 15-20 minutes.
Sauté: toss chopped or sliced leeks with olive oil, salt, and pepper, then 
    sauté over high heat until softened or caramelized. Add to quiche, 
    mashed potatoes, egg dishes, or put on burgers, paninis, or sandwiches.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Okra
Okra, also known as “lady’s fingers,” is related 
    to cotton, cocoa, and hibiscus.
It is one of the most heat- and drought-tolerant 
    vegetable plant species in the world.

Raw okra is 90% water, 2% protein, 7% carbohydrates, and negligible in fat.
Raw okra is rich in dietary fiber, vitamin C, and vitamin K. It also contains  
    moderate amounts of thiamin, folate, and magnesium.

Choose okra pods that are between 2 and 4 inches long. Longer okra can be 
    used, but it won’t be as flavorful and can be woody. 
Run okra pods under cool water and pat dry. If the pods are fuzzy, use a 
    damp paper towel to gently rub the skin of the pod to remove the fuzz.
Remove the majority of the remaining stem with a knife.
If cooking sliced okra, prevent them from getting slimy by putting the 
    whole pods and ½ cup of vinegar per pound of okra in a bowl together, 
    making sure the okra gets coated by the vinegar. Let pods sit for 30 
    minutes. If cooking okra whole, frying okra, or adding okra to thicken 
    soups, stews, or curries, this step is not necessary.
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Place fresh okra in a paper bag, or wrap it in a paper towel and place in 
    a perforated plastic bag. Store okra in the refrigerator for 2 to 3 days.
For longer storage, okra may be frozen. Trim the stem ends, but do not 
    cut into the pod when you trim, and then blanch (see above). Freeze 
    whole or sliced pods in air-tight containers or freezer bags.
For long-term storage okra pods may also be pickled (typically whole).

Raw: eat raw pods whole or slice and add to salads.
Sauté: after vinegar treatment, cut pods into slices or in half length-wise 
    and sauté with other vegetables (peppers, tomato, eggplant, onion, etc.). 
    Eat as a side or stir-fry with rice or noodles.
Fried: slice into pieces or leave whole, batter with egg and cornmeal, and 
    lightly fry in a pan of oil until golden brown. Fried okra typically does not 
    need to be washed in vinegar beforehand, as the slime cooks off in the oil.
Blanch: leave the pods whole (stem trimmed) and drop in a pot of boiling 
    water. After 3-4 minutes strain out the pods and quickly drop them in a 
    bowl of ice water to halt their cooking. Whole okra is often blanched 
    before being sliced and added to soups or stews as a thickener.
Pickle: leave the pods whole (stem trimmed); pierce each pod 3-4 times 
    with a fork to break the flesh; stuff mason jar with pods, garlic, and other 
    herbs; fill jar with boiling pickling solution (vinegar, water, salt, and 
    spices). Let cool. Cover and store in the refrigerator.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Parsnips
Parsnips are biennials, although they tend to be 
    grown as annuals.
They were originally used as a sweetener in Europe 
    before beet and cane sugar became available.
The sap from the shoots and leaves is toxic, and care 
    should be used in handling. Direct skin contact 
    followed by exposure to sun can cause a rash.

Parsnips are rich in vitamins and minerals including several 
    B-group vitamins, vitamin C, vitamin K, manganese, and 
    phosphorous, and are a particularly good source of potassium.
Most of the vitamins are found close to the skin, so finely peeling or 
    cooking unpeeled is suggested to avoid losing nutritional value.

Discard shoots/stems and leaves, then scrub with a stiff vegetable 
    brush under cool running water to remove garden soil.
Parsnips can typically be cooked unpeeled, but if you prefer to peel 
    them, keep in mind that most of the flavor is just below the skin.
Larger parsnips tend to have a woody core that should be removed.
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Cut off and discard parsnip tops. Refrigerate unwashed parsnips in a 
    plastic bag for up to 2 weeks.
Parsnips can be frozen. Cook (blanch) 1-inch chunks in boiling water for 
    2-3 minutes, run under cold water to halt the cooking process, drain, 
    and pack into air-tight containers or freezer bags. Or, puree and freeze 
    in air-tight containers.

NOTE: parnips can be a substitute for carrots in most dishes, but tend to be 
    sweeter than carrots, so adjust your recipe accordingly.
Raw: grate and add to salads or slaws, slice or cut into sticks (matchstick) 
    to use as a dipping vegetable, or add to soups or stews.
Roast/Grill: cut into halves, quarters, or thick slices lengthwise; toss with 
    olive oil, salt, pepper, and thyme; roast at 450℉ for 20-30 minutes or 
    grill over a medium heat until caramelized and tender. Turn regularly. 
    You can also cube parsnip and roast with other root vegetables.
Sauté: slice or cube and sauté with butter, salt, and pepper until tender.
Steam: cut into 1-inch chunks and steam for 5 minutes (longer if using for 
    puree), add some butter, salt, and pepper, and enjoy.
Boil: cut into 1-inch chunks and boil for 8-10 minutes until tender, then 
    mash with butter, salt, pepper, and cream, or eat plain.
Puree: steam parsnips and puree with onion and curry for a parsnip soup, 
    or add plain puree to soups as a thickener instead of cornstarch.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Radish
Radish varieties vary in size, flavor, color, and how 
    quickly they mature. Some radish varieties can even 
    grow up to 3 feet in length and weigh up to 100 
    pounds.
Radish seeds can be pressed to extract radish seed oil 
    which, although not suitable for human consumption, 
    is a potential source of biofuel.

The radish root is 94% water and has only small values of a few vitamins and 
    minerals, including potassium, phosphorous, and vitamin C.
The greens on the other hand are packed with nutrients, like most leafy 
    greens, and are an excellent source of vitamins A, C, and group-B.

NOTE: all parts of the radish plant are edible, including the pods, which 
    can be eaten raw, tossed in a salad, stir-fried, or pickled.
Remove the greens from the root and set aside (you can wash and eat 
    them cooked or raw, or add to stock). Scrub the radishes to remove 
    any garden soil. Radishes do not need to be peeled, though some  
    varieties you might want to, as they can have a woody outer layer.
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    up to 2 weeks. Store green tops separately, wrapped up in a damp 
    towel in the hydrator/crisper drawer. Use as soon as possible.
For longer-term storage, daikon and winter radish varieties may be 
    packed in moist sand and kept in a cool, but not freezing, place.
Radishes and their pods can be pickled for long-term storage.

NOTE: radishes are generally interchangeable in recipes, however their 
    pungency varies so be sure to taste them first. For example, 
    watermelon and daikon radishes are both milder than French or red.
Raw: slice and serve with dip; chop or grate for salads, slaws, or put on a 
    sandwich. Try grated daikon on a Bánh mì (a Vietnamese sandwich) or 
    sliced red radish on a turkey sandwich with Gruyere cheese and spinach.
Sauté: briefly sauté chopped or sliced radish to tone down the “bite” of a 
    particularly peppery variety. Toss in stir-fries, salads, or eat as is.
Steam: leave whole, place in a pot with a steamer rack above 1-2 inches of 
    water, and steam for 8-12 minutes (depends on size) until tender. Roll in 
    melted butter and sprinkle with salt, pepper, and fresh herbs.
Soups: use in soups or stews either chopped, sliced, or whole.
Greens: sauté greens as you would spinach or add them raw to a salad mix.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Rhubarb
Although rhubarb is not a fruit, it is commonly 
    prepared as if it were.
Only the stalk is edible. Rhubarb leaves are poisonous   
    due to high levels of oxalic acid which is present in 
    many plants and can damage kidney function. 

Rhubarb stalks are a good source of vitamins A, K, and C, 
    potassium, calcium, and manganese.
Rhubarb contains compounds that have cathartic and laxative 
    properties. It is often used to combat constipation or as a 
    dieting aid.

If the rhubarb still has leaves, remove and discard them.
Cut-off any woody portion of the base of the stem; typically 
    they will be paler in color. Rinse with cold water and dry.
If the rhubarb is older and the stalks are larger they may 
    need to be peeled to remove some of the woodiness.
When picking rhubarb, keep in mind that tartness 
     increases with the age of the stalk.
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    up to 1 week. Stems will soften and shrivel as they dehydrate.
For long-term storage, rhubarb can be frozen raw or cooked. Frozen 
    rhubarb will be soft when thawed so it is typically cooked first. If raw, 
    wash, chop, drain, place in airtight containers, and freeze. 
Rhubarb can also be cooked down and turned into a jam and canned for 
    long-term storage.

Raw: young tender stems may be eaten raw. Slice or dice rhubarb and add 
    to salads, spring ice cream sundaes, hot or cold cereal, or use as a garnish 
    for desserts or soups.
Soup: add small rhubarb slices to spring soups 5-10 minutes before the 
    soup is served. This ensures they retain their texture and flavor.
Roast: chop rhubarb, toss with brown sugar or honey, place in a baking dish 
    and bake at 375℉ for 30 minutes. Add fresh rosemary for a savory twist.
Sauce: chop stems into 1-inch pieces, cook in a small amount of water with 
    the sweetener of your choice. When fibrous stalks become stringy and 
    mushy, it is done. Store in the refrigerator, freeze, or can for later use.
Filling: use chopped, raw rhubarb by itself, or combine with other fruits 
    (like strawberries or peaches); toss with brown sugar and butter; and 
    bake in pies, crisps, or tarts. 

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Summer Squash
Summer squash varieties tend to have a bushy 
    growth habit, unlike the rambling vines of many 
    winter squashes.
Summer squash varieties include zucchini (yellow 
    and green), pattypan, crookneck, straightneck, 
    tromboncino/zucchetta, and aehobak (Korean 
    zucchini).

Although nutritional values vary between varieties, 
    summer squash is typically about 94% water and very 
    low in calories. It is a great source of vitamin A, vitamin 
    C, potassium, and calcium.
Summer squash is easily digested, nourishing, and 
    quite refreshing when eaten raw or cold. It also replaces 
    lost fluids, so it can be a welcome summer staple.

Rinse and wipe down summer squash if needed. There is no need to peel. 
    Cut off and discard the top and bottom.
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    temperature or refrigerate in a crisper drawer for up to 1 week. 
Damaged or bruised squash will deteriorate quickly.
For long-term storage, cook and puree summer squash and freeze in 
    air-tight containers. It is a particularly good base for winter soups.

Raw: cut into slices or sticks and serve with hummus or other dip; grate 
    and add to green salads or slaws; slice thin and put on top of pizza; or cut 
    thick slices or cubes and add to soup at the very end to retain texture.
Steam: cut into 1- to 2-inch slices or sticks, steam for 10-15 minutes (5-10 
    minutes for thinner slices or cubes) until tender. Top with lemon juice, 
    salt, and pepper.
Roast: cut in half lengthwise or into thick slices; toss in olive oil, salt, and 
    pepper; spread out on a baking sheet; roast at 450℉ for 15-20 minutes.
Grill: cut in half lengthwise; drizzle cut-side with olive oil, salt, and pepper; 
    and place cut-side down on the hottest part of the grill for 3-4 minutes. 
    Move to the edge/cooler side of the grill and cook for 8-10 minutes. 
Bake: place 1-inch slices in boiling water for 1 minute, transer to ice water, 
    and strain. Layer slices with other sliced vegetables in a baking dish, 
    add sauce and cheese if desired, and bake at 350℉ for 15-20 minutes.
Stuff: steam whole pattypan squash (top removed) or halves of other 
    squash (cut lengthwise). Let squash cool, scoop out flesh, stuff with 
    desired filling, and bake at 350℉ for 15 minutes.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Tomatillo
Known as the Mexican Husk Tomato, 
    tomatillos are in the Nightshade family.
Tomatillos are ripe when they have filled 
    the husk, often splitting it open.
Tomatillos come in green, purple, and 
    yellow varieties.

Tomatillos are very good sources of dietary fiber, niacin, 
    potassium, and manganese, as well as vitamin C and K.
They provide more calories, fat, protein per ounce, antioxidants, 
    minerals, and vitamins than tomatoes.
They contain phytochemicals that possibly prevent cancer.

Remove husks and any remainder of the stem before using. If using 
    raw, core the tomatillo with a paring knife as you would a tomato, or 
    simply cut the top off and trim around where the stem attaches to the 
    fruit.
Rinse tomatillos and let dry. Their skin feels sticky under the husk, but 
    that’s normal and you don’t need to rinse that off.
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    for up to 1 week or refrigerated for up to 2 weeks.
For longer-term storage remove husks and refrigerate in a plastic bag 
    for 3-4 weeks. The husk breaks down quickly so removal is necessary.
Tomatillos can be frozen (whole, sliced, chopped, or pureed) in air-tight 
    containers or freezer bags. They can also be canned as salsa or sauce.

Raw: slice and sprinkle with lime juice and salt; chop or slice and toss on a 
    spring salad; chop and make a chunky salsa verde (green) with onion, 
    lime, cilantro, poblano pepper, jalapeño, and garlic; or eat whole.
Grill/Roast: leave whole, toss with olive oil, and place on a grill and 
    cook until soft and skin is charred, or, place in a baking dish, roast at 
    400℉ for 8 minutes, and then flip and roast for another 5 minutes. Grill 
    or roast with poblano peppers to make a traditional salsa verde.
Sauté: slice or chop and lightly sauté with other summer vegetables for 
    delicious stir-fries, fajitas, or taco toppings.
Puree: core, cut in half, and puree in a food processor or blender. Add lime 
    juice or watermelon for a delicious margarita base, add onion and 
    garlic for a bloody Mary base, or experiment using in cold summer soups.
Sauce: chop and cook down with onions, jalapeños, and lime, or green 
    tomatoes, cardamom, and cayenne. These variations of tomatillo sauce 
    can be used in pies or cakes, on savory dishes, or canned as a preserve.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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Winter Squash
Although they come in a variety of sizes, colors, 
    shapes, and textures, most winter squash is very 
    similar on the inside and, therefore, is often
    interchangeable in recipes. Due to this, canned 
    pumpkin is typically other squash, not pumpkin.

A low-calorie food, winter squash is a great source of 
    complex vegetable carbohydrates, dietary fiber, 
    vitamins A and C, potassium, and manganese.
It is also a good source of iron and beta-carotene with 
    the latter being higher in darker skinned squash.

Rinse the winter squash with cold water and use a vegetable brush to 
    remove any garden soil. How you prep the squash depends on how 
    you’re cooking it, just remember to remove the seeds and pulp.
If breaking down a winter squash with a neck (like butternut), cut the 
    top and bottom off, then cut neck off, peel the pieces separately, slice 
    or cube the neck. Then cut the bulb into eighths/wedges, remove 
    seeds with a knife or spoon, and cube.
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Winter squash will store at room temperature for at least a month. Store 
    for several months in a dry and cool (50-55℉) but not cold 
    location. Bruised or damaged squash will deteriorate quickly.
For long-term storage, winter squash can be broken down (rind and 
    seeds removed) and frozen raw, cooked and frozen in pieces, or as a 
    puree in air-tight containers.

NOTE: 1 pound trimmed squash equals about 1.5 cups cooked squash.
Boil/Steam: cut into 1.5- to 2-inch cubes/pieces and boil or steam for 15-20 
    minutes or until tender. You can peel the squash before or after cooking: 
    peel with a knife or peeler before, or let cool and pull rind from the flesh 
    piece by piece. Sprinkle with some salt and pepper, mash and serve with 
    butter, or puree and use for a “pumpkin” pie filling (acorn or butternut).
Bake: don’t peel, cut in half from top to bottom or cut the top/neck off, 
    scoop out seeds, brush with oil or butter, place face-down on a rimmed 
    baking sheet, pour about 1/2 inch of water into the baking sheet, and 
    bake at 350℉ for 1-1.5 hours until the squash is fork tender. Quarters or 
    wedges (especially of acorn squash) can be baked face-up with melted 
    butter and brown sugar, just watch them as them will cook faster.
Roast: peel and cube squash, roast at 400℉ for 40 minutes, and add to 
    hash; puree and make a soup; or roast with root vegetables as a side or 
    alongside roasting meats.

Learn more at www.thelandconnection.org
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